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“Thriving, changing and
widening.” These words are
courtesy of Claire Malcolm,
from New Writing North,
in answer to the question
“What three words would
you use to describe British
publishing in 2020?” asked by
Sophia Blackwell.
These sentiments were
echoed by fellow panelists
Nancy Adimora and Ellie
Drewry, who threw in
“important” and “welcoming”.
This came from Tuesday’s
evening panel on Authentic
Voices, where a frank and
positive conversation took
place about how to open
doors to those not aware of
publishing. The panellists
shared practical solutions to
the issues of inclusivity, with
Nancy scouting talent from
non-traditional areas while
Claire offered the exclusive
snippet that we may see
Hachette moving towards
Newcastle!
The second of Monday’s
panels saw a lightning
round of useful tips for
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Online SYP
Conference
a Huge
Success
publishing hopefuls’ CVs
and cover letters. One of the
more interesting was that
publishers are never trying
to trick you. The “what’s
your favourite book” part of
a cover letter is not there
to trip you up. Often they
want to see your passion and
according to Cassie Leung,
recruiter at PRH, they may be
looking at your writing style
- how persuasive are you? A
unanimous verdict was put
forward that if you need the
space, leave the address off.
The conference went by
as a success, providing
hopefuls and new starters
with valuable information
and insight, from indies and
universities to the Big Five.
All panels were recorded and
are available for catch up,
meaning that anyone working
full-time hours, managing
Zoom fatigue, or living
outside of London could still
fully appreciate the event.
The seamless integration to
the online platform is a true
testament to the hard work
and dedication of the SYP.

The conference ended with
an online networking event
that took the style of speed
dating. Once the initial Zoom
nervousness had subsided,
this was an invaluable event
and a fun way to end an
online conference that may
have felt a little lonely whilst
locked away in an office or a
bedroom.
The conference added a lot
for me personally. Hitting
a period of little to no
motivation and deflation,
this brought to the forefront
everything I love about
publishing and brought back
my passion, particularly in
contracts. Thank you, Diane
Spivey.
The keynote speech from
Francis Brickmore on day one
lined the conference up to
be a standout event with five
tips I intend to manifest into
my life: to under promise and
over deliver, to resist formula,
to honour the bad idea and
to respect difference. As Matt
Haig put it, “have confidence
in your truth and beliefs.”

An Update on
Bookshop.Org
In a previous issue, The
Publishing Post covered the
launch of the US indie online
platform Bookshop.Org and
its plans to launch in the UK.
Now the site has officially
arrived, we thought we’d take
a look at how Bookshop.Org is
already making waves in the
UK book industry.

According to The Bookseller, the
UK version of Bookshop.Org, which
launched on 2 November, made
sales of £65,000 on its first day and
has made nearly £80,000 in total
for indie bookshops so far. What’s
more, in its first week of operation
in the UK, the website has sold
£415,000 worth of books to more
than 20,000 customers.

Styled as an Amazon
alternative, Bookshop.
Org works by giving indie
bookshops 30% of the
cover price from each sale
generated on the platform.
While buying books from your
independent bookshop is
always best, this is undeniably
an amazing opportunity for
indie bookshops and for those
who support them.

This is great news for indie
bookshops and booksellers like
Katie Clapham at Storytellers, Inc.,
who praised the model, tweeting
that the service had provided:

Unlike Amazon and most highstreet book chains, Bookshop.
Org was established to boost
sales for local, independent
bookshops. In doing so,
Bookshop.Org is helping
those brick-and-mortar indie
bookshops who have found
it impossible to compete
against the likes of the online
giant Amazon, who currently
has an enormous monopoly
on online book sales.
And it’s clear that Bookshop.
Org could not come at a
better time for the UK book
industry. As we enter a second
lockdown, there are so many
independent bookshops in
the UK that have been unable
to stay open and therefore
unable to maintain sales.

“11 sales I didn’t
have to facilitate
and it even
included books
I feel passionate
about selling so I’m
pretty happy with
this. Particularly as
several people got
in touch directly,
as a result of the
Bookshop fanfare
and bought from
me directly, which
is the dream
scenario.”

With over 250 bookshops
currently signed up,
Bookshop.Org has been
hugely successful in its first
few weeks, bringing hope
to independent bookshops,
publishers and authors in a
very bleak time. The site serves
as a reminder to us that indies
need the love and support of
readers now more than ever. If
you’re thinking of purchasing
a new book during lockdown
and you’re not sure where to
start, Bookshop.Org might be a
good place for you, but buying
directly from the bookshop
would be best!
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Publishing Hopefuls
Welcome Spare Zoom
Project
Publishing has always been
a competitive industry to
break into, but COVID-19 has
made it more difficult than
ever for publishing hopefuls
to get their foot on the career
ladder. With internships
cancelled, it can sometimes
feel impossible to acquire the
experience publishers
seek for their entry-level
roles. The latest initiative
by The Spare Room
Project in collaboration
with Penguin Random
House is set to offer the
kind of support many of
us are currently seeking
when application fatigue
may be starting to kick in.
The aim of The Spare
Zoom Project is to
provide “a simple and
easy way for people
to give their time and
experience to help open
up and demystify our
industry.” Publishing
professionals will be
matched with individuals
hoping to learn more
about the industry for a
thirty-minute chat. If you’re
interested in signing up, visit
their website and complete
their application form. You’ll
be asked to submit your CV
and provide a short personal
statement outlining the areas
you’re interested in.
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Giulia Maggiori, the project’s intern,
said they have received overwhelming
interest from people in the industry,
with over 500 of them signing on so
far. She said she wasn’t expecting
so many to take part, showing how
keen everyone is to help publishing
hopefuls during this difficult time in

which route she wants to
pursue after completing her
internship with an academic
publisher.
Siena Parker, head of Creative
Responsibility at Penguin
Random House, said: “I am
a Spare Room Project host
myself and have really
missed the chance to
connect with young
people eager to learn
about our industry. We
hope that this will be a
simple and easy way for
people to squeeze just
one extra Zoom meeting
into their busy day. It’s
so important for us all
to continue to find ways
to open up the world of
publishing, which can still
feel out of reach for many.”
Penguin and the Spare
Room Project are to
be commended for
constantly finding new
ways of making the
industry more welcoming
to hopefuls.

the job market. This positive response
will ensure that the scheme is able
to help a large range of hopefuls, as
each professional has the option of
conducting a number of these chats.
News of the scheme was greeted with
excitement by publishing hopefuls.
Mandy Gao said she applied to the
project to learn more about trade
publishing and help her decide

French Bookshops Request
‘Essential Services’ Status
During Second Lockdown
Much like the UK, the French
government has recently
announced a four-week
lockdown aimed at slowing
the spread of COVID-19. French
authors, booksellers and
publishers have launched an
appeal to the government to
allow bookshops to stay open as
an “essential service” during this
latest period of confinement.
Under the new national lockdown
announced in France, which
started on 29 October, all nonessential businesses, including
bars and restaurants, have been
asked to close and citizens are
under strict requirements to stay
at home.
In response, France’s publishers’
association – the Syndicat
National de l’Edition (SNE) –
teamed up with its booksellers’
association – the Syndicat de la
Librairie Française (SLF) – and
authors’ group – the Conseil
Permanent des Ecrivains
(CPE) – to implore the French
government to keep bookshops
open and be treated the same as
supermarkets and pharmacies.
France has more than 3,000
independent bookshops, leading
the trade associations to point
to an “extraordinary appetite
for reading among the French,”
particularly over recent months.
The associations have implored
the French government to:

“Leave bookstores
open so that social
confinement does
not also become
cultural isolation.”
“Our readers, who love independent
bookstores, would not understand
it and would experience it as an
injustice […] books satisfy our need
for understanding, reflection, escape,
distraction, but also sharing and
communication.”

Their key slogan
during this
campaign is
“Lire, c’est vivre”:
“reading is living.”
As with both UK lockdowns, the first
French lockdown led to the closure of
bookshops and the majority of stores
also suspending online orders to
protect staff, customers and delivery
services. One of Paris’s oldest and most
famous bookshops, Shakespeare and
Company, stated that it had seen an
80% decline in book sales since March,
and appealed to customers for help
during these hard times.

The association has stated
that since the first lockdown,
bookshops are now prepared
“to welcome readers in a new
lockdown, in safe and proven
sanitary conditions.”
While the closures earlier in the
year “wounded the book industry
to the heart,” shops stated that
they are now prepared and
“perfectly able to welcome
readers in a new lockdown,
in safe and proven sanitary
conditions […] We are ready to
assume our cultural and health
responsibilities.”
As we enter a second UK
lockdown, and questions arise
once again surrounding support
for small businesses, bookshops
up and down the nation might
be asking themselves whether a
similar approach could be taken
in the UK. Though rules around
non-essential shops do not look
set to change for the second UK
lockdown, the message of this
French collective to support local
bookshops, wherever possible,
during these challenging times is
as relevant as ever.
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Spotlight on Shakespeare

W

illiam Shakespeare is one of the greatest writers of our time.
The British playwright, poet and actor has paved the way
for some of the most substantial and highly regarded works
of literature. Born in 1564, the great dramatist rose to fame
during the Elizabethan and Jacobean ages. His impressive resume consists
of thirty-eight renowned plays, 154 sonnets and a high volume of other
poems, including narrative. The Shakespeare’s work has allowed for a lot of
contemporary reimagining and adaptation; his work has influenced a lot
of modern literature.
Shakespeare married an older and already pregnant Anne Hathaway,
and produced 3 children, residing in Stratford-Upon-Avon. If you are a
Shakespeare fan, a day out to Stratford is much needed, where his life
and works are celebrated beautifully. The legacy of Shakespeare lives on
through education and entertainment. There are plenty of his works that
are worthy of discussion (and previous features have included Hamlet
and Measure for Measure), but here are three of our favourites.

Twelfth Night
Michael Dobson, the Director of the Shakespeare Institute in Stratford-upon-Avon,
describes the Twelfth Night festival in Elizabethan England as an:

“occasion for music, elaborate fancy-dress masked balls and parties, during which
whoever found the bean baked into a special cake would be declared ‘Lord of
Misrule’ for the night.”
With this in mind, it is unsurprising that the Shakespearean play taking its title
from this celebration is a comedy.
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Themes of gender and identity are central to Twelfth Night. When the
character of Viola finds herself shipwrecked in the land of Illyria, she
(mistakenly) presumes that her twin brother, Sebastian, has drowned.
Deciding that the only way to find work in this new land is by disguising
herself as a man, Viola constructs a whole new identity for herself. Viola’s
gender swap — as well as the mistaken identity madness that takes place
when Sebastian appears alive and looking remarkably like Viola’s masculine
alter ego, Cesario — results in a great deal of comedic confusion and drives
the plot forward.
One expectation of a Shakespearean comedy is that it will end in marriage,
and Twelfth Night is no exception to this rule. Despite the confusion and
hilarity that ensues throughout the play, all is ultimately resolved and the
play ends happily in three different marriages.

The Tempest
The first recorded
performance of
Shakespeare’s final play, The
Tempest, was in November
1611, staged by the King’s
Men for James I. The play
is set on an island where
Prospero, the once duke
of Milan, and his daughter
Miranda, live with their
servant, Caliban, and a
sprite named Ariel. When a
shipwreck brings outsiders
to the island, including
Antonio, the brother who
usurped Prospero, events
begin to unfold.
The First Folio edition
of the Bard’s plays,
published in 1623,
categorised The Tempest
as a comedy; however,
scholars have since
argued that its deviation
from Shakespeare’s
previous comedies and the
amalgamation of romantic,
comedic, tragic and
fantastical elements within
the play mean it cannot be
definitively categorised as
such. Interpretations of The
Tempest have also varied
significantly, with some
critics citing the play as an
ode to artistic creation, with
Prospero’s final monologue
representing Shakespeare’s
farewell to the stage and
others seeing it as an allegory
of European colonisation. In
the best way, The Tempest
seems to be a culmination of
Shakespeare’s previous
work. By encapsulating
different genres and
spawning such varied
interpretations and
adaptations, it is definitely
a Shakespeare play that
anyone can find enjoyment
and excitement in watching.

Macbeth
First performed in 1606,
Shakespeare’s Macbeth is, I
would argue, the most fun
of his tragedies, with lots of
creative staging potential
featuring witches and ghosts.
In the play, Macbeth is a
Scottish general under the
rule of King Duncan. After
a successful battle, three
witches appear and tell
Macbeth that he will become
King of Scotland. With his
imagination caught by this
prophecy and his ambition
coming to the fore, Macbeth
goes on to murder Duncan
and size the throne, egged
on by his ferocious wife.
As Macbeth ignores the
warning signs of his wife’s
encroaching madness, his
violent reign comes to an end
when he is defeated by the
combined forces of Scotland
and England.
Macbeth’s fame also lies
in the play’s association
with a curse. Known as
‘The Scottish Play,” people
avoid speaking the play’s
name within any theatre
for fear of dooming the
production. The legend
goes that this is because
Shakespeare used spells
from real witches in the play,
thus angering the witches
who then cursed the play.
Despite this, Macbeth has
been fairly continuous in
production since the 1660s
and continues to attract
many famous actors and new
interpretations across all
sorts of media formats.
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Industry Insights with
Micaela Alcaino:

Dissection of
Cover Design

Read on to find out more about Micaela Alcaino, a freelance cover designer who talks to us about her journey into
the publishing industry and her top tips for freelancing and designers just starting out...

Tell us about your journey into book design.
I fell into it actually! When I first moved to the UK, I applied to every job I could find in relation to
Graphic Design, and by chance, got an interview with Transworld (Penguin Random House). Until that
interview, I didn’t even know I could design books as a job; I call that fate!

How do you come up with an idea for a cover design? Does it
begin with yours or the publisher’s vision?
Normally, I get a brief from
either the editor, art director,
or in self-publishing cases,
the author. A big part of my
own art practice is that I love
reading - or at least dipping
into the manuscript. I think that
aside from the brief it’s the best
way to get a feel of the tone of
voice and also find elements
I think might work that may
not have appeared in the brief.
After that, I spend about a day

researching the themes on
Pinterest, in reference books,
and sometimes exhibitions
and museums. Recently, I
designed and illustrated a book
for Headline called Ariadne
and spent a whole day in the
Greek culture section of the
British Museum. I try to avoid
looking at other book covers
for inspiration, as it keeps me
from doing anything similar to
what’s already out there, and

experiment with concepts and
images until I find the right path
to designs I think are worthy of
the book. After I’ve designed
first-round concepts, I then
work closely with the publisher
or author until everyone is
satisfied.

Are there any particular difficulties or
challenges that you have faced when creating
an initial concept or during the designing
process?
Probably the hardest obstacle when creating initial concepts is a lack of inspiration. This has only
happened a handful of times, mainly if the book or brief is a little too vague or too open that I can’t
figure out which direction it needs to go in. Luckily, it’s not a regular occurrence!
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What are the advantages/disadvantages of working
freelance as opposed to for a publisher?
There’s definitely pros and cons
to both and I have loved being
both in-house and freelance. I
miss the office banter, seeing
workmates daily, and being
able to talk to people face to
face, but what I love now is
the freedom to work on my
own terms. Sometimes, when
I have a bit of creative block
I go for a walk outside, clock
off early, or work well into the

evening. My working hours
are never determined by a
time frame that working in a
company has; it’s quite freeing!
I also love meeting people in
publishing around the world
and working with them on some
wonderful projects. I guess
the disadvantage of being
freelance is having to chase
your own invoices, but I’m sure
most freelancers will agree!

What has been one of your favourite book covers to design?
This is like asking a parent who their favourite child is; such a hard question! I’m proud of every project
I get to do, but if I were to name a few it would be anything by the magnificent Bridget Collins, Ariadne
by Jennifer Saint, The Ember in the Ashes quartet by Sabaa Tahir, Where Dreams Descend duology by
Janella Angeles and The Iron Fey quartet by Julie Kagawa! Not just because of the covers themselves,
but also the wonderful team and authors that I got to work with along the way.

Do you have any advice for a hopeful who wants
to start designing? What software do you think
would be good for them to learn?
For those who haven’t landed a job in publishing yet, I would really urge you to do your
own cover design projects. Just choose some of your favourite titles and redesign them
for your portfolio! Don’t just depend on your uni/past portfolio. I’d also highly recommend
learning Photoshop and InDesign as these are two programs I use on a daily basis.
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Finally, what advice would you give to someone who would
like to go freelance, especially in design, but isn’t sure how to
make the move?
My biggest advice is that if you’re serious about going freelance, start building up your clientele as
soon as you can. I’ve seen a lot of people rush out of a job in a company and into the freelance world,
only to realise they have no clients. If you can’t work on projects outside your daily work hours, then I
highly advise you at least start making connections.

DISSECTING COVER DESIGN WITH MICAELA
To give a bit more insight into the design process, we wanted to uncover the
stages that book covers in a variety of styles have to undergo. Here, Micaela
dissects the creative process of her cover designs for The Iron Fey series, The
Binding, The Betrayals, and The Unwanted Dead.

For a series such as The Iron Fey series by Julie Kagawa, how do you approach the theme
and style as a whole but individualise the concept for each book?
This was a beautiful project
to work on and I worked
closely with the art director
and editor to achieve the right
style. In terms of my creative
process, I read through the
brief and then read the first
book, The Iron King, to get a
better understanding of the
characters and the series (it
was such a fun read!).

Surprisingly, the route that
was chosen was my wildcard
option; I always like to include
one in case they go for it!
The other two routes were
photography based, but the
covers that were chosen were
my attempt at combining
illustrated elements with
photography of the main
elements.

The art director then provided
me with a list of elements
and themes that appear in
each book. I went away and
played mainly
with photography
for the first round.

Each of the chosen covers
have one photographed main
element. These include the
Crown (The Iron King), Staff
(The Iron Daughter), Amulet
(The Iron Queen), and Sword
(The Iron Knight). I then
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matched these with illustrated
elements. I wanted this route
to be typographically led, so
all elements of the design
were in balance with the title.
The only drastic change that
happened after the covers
had been approved was The
Iron Daughter changing from
a white backdrop to turquoise,
as the team felt the white
stood out too much!

ILLUSTRATED COVERS THE BINDING AND THE BETRAYALS BY BRIDGET COLLINS
I obsess over Bridget Collins’
books, so my design process
for her books is usually quite a
rare adventure! For The Binding,
I developed over fifty covers. I
had fallen in love with her story
so much that I kept designing
until I had a handful of covers I
was confident with. I designed
them in-house whilst working
for HarperCollins, and my then
art director had opened it up to
the whole team to design. I was
so determined to get my work
on the cover that I designed
whenever I could alongside
my other projects. It was then
narrowed down to five covers
for the cover meeting, four of
which were mine and then one
was chosen! The Betrayals was
a similar story.

I was asked to design for The
Betrayals as a freelancer,
knowing it was also opened up
to the in-house design team,
though again I was determined
to have one of my covers used.
The next thing I did was read
the manuscript, which is just
as brilliant as The Binding! I
spent about a week seeking
inspiration. The book is set in
the 1920s/30s, so I researched
art deco and, just like The
Binding, some of my designs
were heavily influenced by
William Morris (who is my artisthero!). I also spent a day in the
V&A and went through textiles
and pattern books in Foyles
Bookshop.
I then started sketching out
designs (horribly may I add).

If anyone else saw these
sketches, they would think
they were abstract as I tend
to scribble anything that pops
into my head! Next, I started
designing and playing with
elements. For decorative covers
like these, I tend to play with
elements before adding text as
the text seems secondary to the
overall design. Once I’ve figured
out the imagery, I add the text
in and around the designs.
I eventually provided eight
covers, which included two
of my favourites. Although
neither of those were chosen,
I’m still delighted that they
selected one of my designs
(and hopefully I can use them
for another title!).

COVERS WITH PHOTOGRAPHIC ELEMENTS THE UNWANTED DEAD BY CHRIS LLOYD
This project was so fun! The
brief was really detailed so I
immediately knew I wanted to
play with a modern typeface
and balance it with dated black
and white imagery. There were
a few covers in my first round
that experimented with a
silhouette of a man, bee/hive
elements, and brightly coloured
text. The chosen cover was the
only one that included my own
photography. I was struggling
to find men in coats looking
mysterious, until I remembered
that I’d taken a picture of
someone walking home from a
church in the snow outside my
Airbnb in Tallinn, Estonia last
year.

I love taking photos when I
travel and it’s come in handy a
few times with work, if not for a
cover then for inspiration. As for
the image in Paris, I had taken it
during a trip last year. With the
typeface, I thought a punchy,
brightly coloured title would
work well on the cover, with
everything else stripped back.
My original design is similar to
the finished product, but I had
put everything on a slant rather
than just the title on a slant. I’m
happy with how it turned out!
In reviewing these three
projects, I think it’s safe to say
that every project is different.
Sometimes I prioritise the

typography first and then
the imagery, or vice versa. I
definitely get my inspiration
from different places, but it’s
what I love most about my
job. Every day and project is
different and I wouldn’t trade
it for anything. I feel incredibly
blessed to love what I do, that I
don’t feel like it’s work! Cliché I
know, but that’s the truth!
You can find out more about
Micaela’s work on her website
www.micaelaalcaino.com and
@micaelaalcainodesign on
Instagram.
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Highlights
in the Charts
The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse
by Charlie Mackesy
Published over a year ago,
Charlie Mackesy’s debut work
has received much critical
acclaim, from surpassing
800,000 sales to winning
Waterstones Book of the Year
2019. If you have not had the
pleasure of sitting down to
devour this book, you might
have seen Mackesy’s work
on Twitter, featured on the
latest Books
Are My Bag
tote, or even
on a t-shirt to
raise money for
Comic Relief or
WWF. However,
none of these
formats do
justice to the
beauty of the
story of The
Boy, the Mole,
the Fox and the
Horse.
The authentic delivery
of the tale is illustrated
through Mackesy’s cursive
handwriting, with occasional
bloopers such as a tea
stain or his beloved dog Dill
desperate to make his own
contribution to the book,
which only adds to its charm.
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Mackesy begins by introducing
the four loveable characters –
all relatable in their own way
– who flourish into friends that
we know and express feelings
we can recognise within
ourselves. Although there are
not many words, it is rich in
story and is one that you could
read from cover to cover an
endless amount of times, or,
alternatively, one
that you could open
at a random page
when you feel a little
bit hopeless. Every
word has intention
and, although
the book was
published before the
pandemic, it is no
surprise that it is still
so popular now.
Initially, you may
mistake The Boy, the
Mole, the Fox and the
Horse as a coffee table book
– something to display rather
than digest. However, Charlie
Mackesy’s immense talent for
illustration comes second only
to his storytelling abilities, and I
can’t wait to see what he will do
next.

The Poppy War
by R. F. Kuang
What makes a good fantasy?
For me, it’s a combination of
sumptuous world-building,
enticing socio-political tension,
a sprinkling of magic and, most
of all, believable relationships.
Fantasy may be out of this
world, but it’s also got to be
fundamentally recognisable
through the beings on the
page. Meet Rin, a head-strong
orphan in a country ravaged by
war and its ensuing destitution.
Nikara is being ripped apart
by long-standing regional
disputes, poverty and fraught
international relations not
helped by the opium smuggling
market. Fighting tooth and nail
to change the path of her life

by getting into Sinegard, an
elite military academy, tensions
come to a head as Rin discovers
a newfound ability.
The world building of R. F.
Kuang is exceptional, from
overarching geopolitical
pressure to the intricately
detailed cityscape of Sinegard
(complete with urinating baby
statues). Kuang has crafted
a world which is both vividly
clear and enticingly mystical.
Fantasy should be beguiling.
It should push the boundaries
of our reality whilst remaining
emotionally recognisable. The
Poppy War is a masterclass in
this. Rin is frustratingly flawed,

making for
a delicious
story. I would
like to stress,
however,
that Kuang’s
world is one
of brutality,
not justice.
Alongside
moments of
lightness,
there is war, rape, genocide and
violence in physically visceral
quantities. The Poppy War is
raw and unpredictable. It is
everything I look for in a fantasy
novel and, even better, the final
instalment in the trilogy is out in
a matter of days!

The Salt Path
by Raynor Winn
Despite being published in 2018
and spawning a successful
follow-up in 2020, Raynor
Winn’s earnest travel memoir,
The Salt Path, has become
a memorable feature on the
bestseller charts.
Why is this book resonating so
profoundly with audiences in
2020? Perhaps we are reaching
for nature writing as escapism
in a time when so many of us
can’t access the immense
landscapes written about by
Winn and her contemporaries.
But The Salt Path is a bit
different. Yes, the South West
Coast Path is a stunning, if
brutal, landscape treasured
by nature writers. But The Salt
Path is the story of Winn’s

battle with homelessness
and Moth’s terminal illness.
The South West Coast Path
is their escape as well as the
backdrop of their tragedy,
and The Salt Path is a truly
heartfelt and life-affirming
meditation on finding a home
in landscapes, people and
yourself. The reflection on
homelessness, in particular,
is poignant at a time when we
are stuck in our homes – but
lucky to have one at all.

Angela Harding’s exquisite
cover design, it demands its
pertinence in 2020.

So perhaps it is no surprise
that The Salt Path is one
of the books defining our
reading experience in 2020.
It is an accessible, heartwarming tale of resilience
under injustice and, alongside
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2020 Information Book
Awards – Taking a Peek
at the Winners
Like most literary
celebrations across the
publishing industry,
the Information Book
Awards has taken
its milestone 10th
anniversary – and
festivities therein –
to the virtual world.
On November 5, the
IBAs held its online
ceremony to announce
2020’s commendable
winners of the award.
Sponsored by Hachette
Children’s group and presented
by the School Library
Association, the Information
Book Award is a prestigious
prize within the UK’s literary
world. Its admirable vision is to
support School Libraries and
highlight the importance of vast
available resources, specifically
among non-fiction youth
literature. Across its ten-year
history, the award has sought
to bring the power of learning
to the forefront, celebrating
writers and illustrators for their
talent in creating exciting,
engaging and informative nonfiction for young people.
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Not only do the judges cast
a vote for their favourite
submission, but its inclusive
nature ensures the children
have their say too, with voting
rights of their own. Among its
three age categories (7 and
under, 8–12 years and 13–16
years), 2020’s shortlist covers a
wide berth of essential topics,
from Black history and climate
change to mental health and
feminism. So, without further
ado, let us delve into this year’s
deserving winners.

The overall winner chosen by
the judges was Africa, Amazing
Africa: Country by Country
written by Atinuke, illustrated
by Mouni Feddag and published
by Walker Books. Atinuke,
Nigerian-born, and Feddag,
Algerian, worked together to
create a delightful and colourful
exploration into Africa, aimed
at children in the 8–12 years
old category. Leaving no stone
unturned, the book features a
page on each country, divided
into their geographical sections
and detailing aspects such
as their history, languages,
religions, animals and cultures.

With just a couple of
facts per page, the book
serves as a passionately
illustrated and entertaining
springboard into children’s
learning of diversity in the
world. The book aims to
rewind stereotypes that
children (and adults) hold
about Africa by presenting a
mix of both its modern and
traditional sides, painting
the continent in what The
Bookseller describes as
a “lively and celebratory”
way. Expanding children’s
knowledge of the world
and its diversity is everimportant in today’s global
village and this book
delivers just that, handin-hand with eye-catching
illustrations, making it clear
to see why this book was
chosen as a winner of the
2020 IBAs.
In its pursuit for a collection
of children’s non-fiction
literature reflective of
society’s intrinsic diversity
and beauty, the judges
crowned Liz Gogerly’s book
as winner of the ‘age 7 and
under’ category with Heroes
Who Help Us From Around
the World. Placing as its
onus the very nature of
‘heroism’, this book engages
young readers, encouraging
them to question what
it means to be a ‘hero’
and introducing the idea
of kindness as a form of
commonplace heroism.
Gogerly’s nuanced
exploration of heroism spans
not only the established
ideas of heroism, such as
doctors and firefighters, but
also details heroism with
librarians, lifeguards and
guide dogs. This is achieved
while simultaneously

allowing us to journey with
her across each continent,
offering representation of
the world as a whole. This
far-reaching book is then
further enhanced by Ryan

African kingdoms, to slavery,
apartheid, the battle for
civil rights and much more.
Proud of his skin colour and
ancestors, Walker also credits
key Black figures in society
today such as Oprah Winfrey.
With the injustices faced in
society today, Walker felt
it particularly important to
educate young people on
the suffocating issues that
Black communities still
experience. His book was
written to connect with the
#BlackLivesMatter movement
and is known for being an
“important resource for all
young readers during Black
History Month and beyond.”
Walker’s determination to
educate the young generation
on vital matters is what
undoubtedly allowed him to
be on the receiving end of an
IBA this year.

Wheatcroft’s noteworthy and
captivating images, making
this a truly worthy winner of
this year’s award.
Winning the 13–16 category
of the IBAs was Black History
Matters, published by Franklin
Watts and written by Robin
Walker. Described as “an
important and hard-hitting
chronicle of black history,” the
book takes its readers back
to the very beginning of Black
history discussing significant
events and changes, from

As such, it is evident that
the 2020 Information Book
Awards has illuminated
a distinct and powerful
collection of children’s
books; each is uniquely
demonstrative of an evolving
necessity within children’s
educational literature to
be representative. A need
for every child to feel seen,
whether through their use
of language or illustration,
whilst also nurturing their
curiosity and imagination. In
this regard, Africa, Amazing
Africa, Heroes Who Help Us
From Around the World, and
Black History Matters are
all deserved winners and
educational tools for the new
generation of readers.
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New and Upcoming:
Winter Warmers
Dearly by Margaret Atwood
10 November, Vintage

In her first poetry collection in over a decade, Margaret Atwood provides
a courageous, affecting and tender portrayal of the passing of time, and
the messiness and beauty of modern life. Long-time fans of the author’s
prose will be glad to hear that animals, aliens and myth still make an
appearance in Dearly – and no poem is without Atwood’s characteristic
sly wit. Yet there is also something much more stripped-back, gentle and
ultimately human in these meditations on memory, grief, the malleability
of language, technology and the environment. By illuminating the
greatness of life’s simplest pleasures, and the humour that can be found
in our deepest heartbreaks, these words from one of the world’s most
beloved writers are a balm for our times.
– Bayley

How to Fail at Flirting by Denise Williams
3 December, Berkeley Publishing

How to Fail at Flirting is the ultimate feel-good romance –
perfect for cosy winter evenings. Professor Naya Turner’s
university department is struggling to stay afloat and, with
her career in jeopardy, her friends convince her it’s time for
a night out and a no-strings-attached hook-up. Only, Naya’s
perfect stranger turns out to be the charming and hilarious
Jake, sparking the potential for a serious relationship. Naya’s
abusive ex might have ruined her confidence, but a chance
with Jake is an opportunity worth flirting for. However, when
Naya realises that dating Jake could end her career, she must
choose between the man she’s falling for and the reputation
she’s spent years building.
– Meg

Olga by Prof. Bernhard Schlink
12 November, Orion

Raised by her grandmother in a Prussian village
at the beginning of the 20th century, Olga is an
incredibly strong and smart orphan who rallies
against the multitude of prejudices thrown at her.
Navigating a world where everything and everyone
is against her, Olga eventually falls in love with a
local aristocrat named Herbert, who is fascinated
and mesmerised by the period’s obsession with
power and glory. Although an unlikely pair, the
couple rally against judgement and hardships,
against the background of ever-changing German
history. Spanning from the late 19th Century to
the turn of the 21st, Olga is a fascinating and
unforgettable tale that explores a huge variety of
important themes.
– Hollie

The Book of Moods by Lauren Martin
8 December, Hodder & Stoughton

From the founder of Words of Women comes this thoughtful, witty and
charming debut book. A great read for self-help book lovers. Martin writes
about how to prevent emotional responses and negative moods from defining
how we live our lives. These emotions are universal, but by recognising our
triggers, and taking the time to engage with them, Martin highlights the fact
that we have the power within ourselves to change our mood – leading to
happier, more contented lives. Filled with wit and light-heartedness, Martin
helps the reader break free from the funk we so often find ourselves in
(especially at the moment!), outlining small but simple strategies to help us
reset both emotionally and mentally. This book, packed with wisdom and
hope, provides an insight into the possibility of self-transformation. Through
science, philosophy and her renowned hilarious anecdotes, Martin proves you
really can change your worst moods into your best life.
– Genevieve

We Hear Voices by Evie Green
1 December, Penguin
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Evie Green’s We Hear Voices is a perfectly crafted blend
between the paranormal and the ‘new normal’. This eerie
tale unfolds after a vicious pandemic has hit the world.
Most children are affected, and those who recover have
changed. Rachel nearly lost her son Billy in the pandemic,
and, when Billy recovers, Rachel assumes his new imaginary
friend, Delfy, is simply a harmless coping mechanism. All
that matters is that her son is alive. But soon, Billy becomes
obsessed with Delfy – acting up and lashing out. Day by day,
Delfy’s influence on Billy grows stronger and more sinister.
In this gripping near-future horror, Rachel finds herself doing
whatever she can to protect her son – even from himself.
– Zoë

All on the Board: Inspirational Quotes from
the TFL Underground Duo
26 November, Yellow Kite

In this inspiring and wonderfully uplifting work, Transport
for London employees and iconic masked duo, All On
The Board, have compiled a collection of quotes and
sayings to bring light and cheer to our everyday lives. All
On The Board is famed for bringing smiles to the faces of
London commuters by writing creative messages, poems
and quotes on their service information boards, and now
they have adapted their work into a ground-breaking
and original novel that helps to instil in us an all-toooften forgotten – but nevertheless important – sense of
community.
– Laura
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publishing industry is inclusive of the Gaelic
language. Fine tells us:

A Hopeful’s Lockdown Project:

Leughstagram

As we begin another period in
lockdown and more time is spent
at home, we asked publishing
hopefuls what projects they have
been recently working on – as
now is the perfect time to catch
up on their ever-growing tobe-read pile, stay inspired and
upskill. In this feature we speak
to Fine Mayer about her new
lockdown project.
Fine has a strong interest in Gaelic
publishing and has created a new book
blog and Bookstagram in Gaelic to keep
up to date on all of the new releases and
bestsellers. She explains:
“I have started a book blog and a
Bookstagram (or Leughstagram, as I call
it) in Scottish Gaelic to share my reading
journey with others who are learning the
language or are simply looking to explore
the wealth of literature the Highlands and
Islands have brought forth throughout the
centuries.”
After graduating this past summer with an
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English Literature degree, Fine wanted,
like so many others, to get a job in the
publishing industry. She feels like her
many years working on her blog and
Bookstagram would easily translate into
publicity or marketing roles, but also
expresses a particular interest in rights
and sales. Overall, she would like to use
her insights in the Scottish book trade in
the future. Because the job market is more
competitive now than ever, Fine thought
this project would be a great chance to
upskill, and at the same time has started a
Gaelic Immersion year (Bliadhna Bhogaidh)
at the University of Glasgow. Fine tells us:
“Part of this course is a community
project which was moved online to allow
for COVID-19 restrictions, and I wanted
this project to be all about my interest in
Scottish Gaelic literature – hence the blog
and Leughstagram were born. This project
is very dear to my heart and I am glad I
could combine my passion for Gaelic books
with my language course.”

Inclusivity
Inclusivity within the publishing industry
is currently a very hot topic, and we
wondered whether Fine thought the

“With many well-known authors interacting
exclusively in English and almost all large
giveaways and other activities being hosted
in English, it sometimes feels like there is
little room for minority languages in this
community, and I’m afraid this could also be
reflected in the publishing landscape. Scottish
Gaelic has faced many struggles over the
last few centuries but there is ever-growing
interest in this wonderful language and, with
it, the culture and literature of the Highlands
and Islands. I am hoping that we can carve out
a space for minority languages in the online
book community and celebrate the cultures
these fantastic books represent.”

The Challenges
Writing creative blog posts can be tricky
enough as it is. However, Fine’s greatest
challenge is writing bilingually.
“I am neither a native Gaelic nor English
speaker (I’m from Germany originally) so
alternating between these two languages
can, at times, be quite challenging. I am
trying to be upfront about the fact that I am
still learning so that other Gaelic learners are
aware of any potential mistakes. At the same
time, it’s also been so rewarding to talk to
others with an interest in Scottish Gaelic, from
those without any knowledge of the language
to those who spoke Gaelic before they knew
English. I discovered a fantastic online book
club which allows readers to share their
insights and progress with others, and on
top of that, Mairead is a very welcoming and
knowledgeable host.”

share of lovely messages and was surprised
by the interest in my project. It seems that
there is a demand for book blogs and
Bookstagrams in minority languages, and it’s
merely a case of finding the right audience
for these. I hope this may encourage others
to take the leap and explore the path less
trodden.”
For advice to other publishing hopefuls who
are thinking of starting up a project of their
own Fine advises:
“Just go for it! If you have any particular
interests, show off your passion in your
project. It’s not about having a huge audience
or changing the world but highlighting what
you feel is important and worthwhile. With
that, you will always learn new skills and gain
new experience, and that’s the best you could
hope for, right?!”
We hope that Fine Mayer’s project has
inspired you as much as it has us! We want to
thank Fine for chatting to us and wish her the
best of luck with her new venture. You can
find Fine on her socials here:
Twitter: BathtubBiblio
Instagram: leughadairnanleabhraichean
Blog: Leughadair nan Leabhraichean

A Fantastic Response
The publishing community is renowned for
being a positive and welcoming place, and
Fine found just that response to her new
project.
“So far, it’s been fantastic! I’ve received a fair
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THE EDGE OF GLORY
As an art form, painted edges of a book have been in existence as early as the 10th
century and have taken various forms ranging from vanishing painted edges to the
modern day sprayed block of colour. Often thought to be a disappearing art found only
on antiquarian books, intricate paintings most certainly remain a rarity. However, the
technique has made a comeback in recent years in collectors’ editions with marbling and
patterned fore-edge paintings.

The wonderful edition of sprayed edges, also known as ‘spredges’, which once felt primarily
like a production luxury, is being much more frequently utilised in recent publications,
much to the pleasure of readers everywhere. Reading a sprayed-edge edition feels special,
with the extra addition of colour, words and images along the outer book edge adding
further detail, symbolism and in some examples, a further extension of a book’s cover.
With these creative editions, every inch of the book is an available canvas for design.
A Burning, Girl in the Walls and Devil and the Dark Water are beautiful examples of
sprayed edges painted with patterns as a continuity to the cover design emphasising a
particular aspect of the illustration representative of the book’s characters.

A Burning by Megha Majumdar
Edges by Bushra Wasty
Published in June, this turbulent tale of

them is navigating being transgender with

three ambitious people in the slums of

aspirations to be a Bollywood star.

Kolkata has been given the special edition
treatment with a hardback, patterned edge

Keeping all this in mind, the seamless

cover being released which will be found

transition from the fore-edge to the book

exclusively in Waterstones in January 2021.

cover design is pertinent in the way it

The top and bottom edges have been

beautifully brings together the tumult of

sprayed black with the fore-edges painted

the plotline of Kolkata going up in flames

with the same pattern as the front cover

in the wake of a terror attack and the

giving it a stark contrast.

consequences of the burning ambitions
that drive its characters to an inextricably

The cover design features bright colours of

linked fate.

fiery orange, marine green/blue and teal
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flames that brings A Burning and its three

Fans of the paperback edition of Megha

different characters to life. With Kolkata in

Majumdar’s novel released earlier this year

India as its setting, the vibrant contrasting

will want to get their hands on this uniquely

colours on the cover of A Burning are an

designed edition of A Burning with its

implicit nod towards the diversity of the

electrifying cover and fore-edge art as part

characters and their pasts where one of

of a matching pair for their book collection.

Girl In The Walls by A. J. Gnuse
Edges by Bushra Wasty
Girl in the Walls is cleverly
portrayed with sinister, gothic
undertones which are reflected
in the cover and patterned edge
design in this highly anticipated
special edition release
exclusive to Waterstones.
A large, old and eerie mansion
takes centre-stage on the
cover illustration with antique
furniture and a locked door
through the arches of the house
alluding to the mysterious
feel of this novel. The walls
are deceptively demure in a
soothing blue tone which, if
observed a little closely, are
patterned with swooping and

sitting birds around curved
branches in which the shadow
of a girl resides.
To match the cover art, the
edges of Girl in the Walls have
been sprayed in the same
blue tone and stencilled with
the pattern to emphasise the
walls of what is meant to be
an inviting family home hiding
a dark secret within its depths
leading to a thrilling twist.
Lovers of contemporary gothic
fiction will be clamouring to
proudly display Girl in the Walls
on their bookshelves.

The Devil and the Dark Water by Stuart Turton
Edges by Keaton Groves
The Devil and the Dark Water
by Stuart Turton, originally
published in October, was given
the sprayed-edge treatment
with two special edition
design copies, one exclusive
to Waterstones and another to
Forbidden Planet. Both offer
a further detail of its story
to readers contemplating its
purchase.
The Waterstones edition
shows the artistic approach of
lengthening the cover design
to include the page edge, with
this edition shown mirroring its
cover with the same enticing
waves that draw you under the
depths of its storyline, making
your eyes feel as if the waves of

this design are not only flowing,
but never-ending.
Forbidden Planet takes a
darker approach with its design
of a contrasting red colour
complemented with black devil
eyes stenciled against a sinister
background. There is unease
in this edition, just as there is
unease in the darker contents of
this book.

Both offer lovely additional
details and an extra element
of beauty to their editions, and
hardcore collectors will be
wanting to aquire both stunning
designs for their bookshelves.
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FIND YOUR FICTIONAL BEST FRIEND
During difficult times, happiness is often found in friendship. For this issue, we want to explore some of the best characters
in fiction, characters we find inspiring because they are strong and determined, funny and creative. Here’s to the characters
helping us to make these tough times a little easier.

Tiny Cooper in Will
Grayson, Will Grayson by
David Levithan and John
Green
YA books are always full of
characters that we wish were
our best friends, yet the one
that stands out to me is Tiny
Cooper, best friend to one
of the Will’s in Will Grayson,
Will Grayson. Tiny Cooper is
a force to be reckoned with:
loud, proud and constantly the
centre of attention. But his big
personality is also accompanied
by a big heart, too. Tiny Cooper
has so much love to give, and
he will always pick you up when
you are down. To have joyful,
positive people in your life is
so important, and Tiny Cooper
shows friendship at its best
even while he navigates his own
tough times.
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Anne Shirley in Anne of
Green Gables by Lucy
Maud Montgomery
If anyone can make a bad
situation feel a little happier, it
is Anne Shirley, the eponymous
character in Lucy Maud
Montgomery’s Anne of Green
Gables. Imaginative and
creative, Anne is not afraid to
speak her mind or stand up for
herself. And while it’s fair to
say she makes many mistakes
throughout the series, instead
of shying away from them, she
works to make things right,
being the perfect role model
for young girls. Even though
Montgomery’s novels are
a product of their time, the
message of making the best of
troubling times and being true
to yourself resonates strongly
with current readers. With her
bright orange hair and love for
reading, Anne would be the
ideal best friend.

Lyra Belacqua in His Dark
Materials trilogy by Philip
Pullman
If it’s fierce determination and
reliability that you want in a
friend, Lyra Belacqua has it in
bundles in Pullman’s His Dark
Materials trilogy. Driven by a
steely resolve to find her friend
Roger when he is taken by the
General Oblation Board, Lyra
is wilfully defiant, mischievous
and rebellious in her bid to
rescue her friend and many
other Gyptian children whose
lives are in danger. Balanced
by the cautious and thoughtful
nature of her inner self and her
daemon, Pan. Lyra is strong
and brave as she fights for
the future of the world, even
if it means breaking rules.
Adventurous orphan to creator
of universal harmony, Lyra has
hidden gifts that make her
truly unique and the perfect
companion for a lockdown
adventure.

Amma in Girl, Woman,
Other by Bernardine
Evaristo

Ophelia in A Winter’s Promise
by Christelle Dabos (translated by Hildegarde Serle)

Evaristo’s Booker Prizewinning Girl, Woman, Other
contains a host of multifaceted female characters
that I felt I could have headed
out the door in a heartbeat to
meet. Amma is a spunky and
driven mother, playwright
and lesbian, who is waiting in
anticipation for the opening of
her play in a London theatre
when the novel begins – in
many ways, she is the ‘main’
character, with the book
closing on the opening
night. She grapples with her
success, which brings her
stability and agency while
vowing to remain a powerful
free spirit no matter what. In
this polyphonic text, Amma’s
voice is the one I long for
genuine friendship with.

Ophelia is a headstrong,
independent young woman who
faces many insurmountable
obstacles in A Winter’s Promise
and still manages to use her
level-headedness to come out
on top of each situation. From
being forced into an arranged
marriage with a man she’s never
met and who will barely speak
to her, to moving across the
world to the faraway Ark of the
Pole to live with her new fiancé’s
family, Ophelia manages to stay
true to herself even when she
has little control over what is
happening in her life. When she
finds that her new life is filled
with unimaginable dangers, she
seeks out loyal friends and allies
to keep her grounded in the
tumultuous world of the Pole.

Circe in Circe by
Madeline Miller
Circe may not be your initial
pick for a literary best friend.
This is especially true if the only
representation you know of
her is the turning-men-to-pigs
witch from The Odyssey. Miller
completely corrects this. Circe
is re-imagined as a woman
isolated from her family,
longing for companionship
that leads her to discover a
forbidden power: witchcraft. It
is an extraordinary adventure
in the midst of an isolated life.
Circe is a fantastic companion
as we face lockdown in the
cold winter months. Escape
to a tropical beach where
you can learn the value of
independence with a strong
and determined female
character.
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Bearded Badger – Paul
Handley Interview

What’s next for Bearded Badger?

What was your
motivation for setting
up Bearded Badger
Publishing?

What has been the
biggest challenge in
setting up an indie
press?

What has surprised
you most whilst
publishing your first
book?

I spent twenty plus years
working in operations
management roles, most of
that time was spent with RollsRoyce in Derby, and I just felt it
was time for a change! I left R-R
in 2015 and returned to study
at the University of Derby to do
a BA in English and followed
that with a MA in Publishing.
It was during this period that
I dreamed up the idea of
launching a small press here in
the East Midlands, primarily to
try and support the wonderful
writing community in this part
of the UK. I think the Midlands
sometimes gets a bit of a raw
deal – it’s neither North nor
South – and as such I think it
often gets forgotten about,
particularly in publishing! I think
my passion for books (in all their
forms), along with my skill set
gained from operations and
project management roles over
the past twenty years seem to
weld nicely together, bolstered
by my new learnings from my
MA course, standing us in good
stead as we move forward and
grow.

Well the global pandemic hasn’t
helped much! I set Bearded
Badger up with a view of
complementing the publishing
side of the business with
running pop-up book nights
in Derby, selling books from
my favourite indie presses. We
managed one just before the
pandemic hit and it was a huge
success. The aim was that this
would help provide a revenue
stream whilst we launched the
publishing side of the business,
and of course, that just hasn’t
been possible. The pandemic
also shifted the position of
Arts Council England funding
applications as they put new
applications on hold, focussing
on existing businesses that
had received funding to help
them through the pandemic.
Don’t get me wrong, this was
100% the right thing to do, but
it scratched another potential
cash source for us off the list!

For many months I felt a little
bit of a fraud – a publisher
with nothing published – but
the support of existing small
presses has been brilliant.
Similarly, the community that
envelopes the industry has also
been really supportive of what
we are trying to do, which has
been great.

I´m hoping 2021 will be a big year for us: we
launch our poetry range, TRA[verse], which I’m
really excited about as we have some fantastic
poets involved, with quite rich and diverse styles
and subjects covered. We are also planning on
publishing another three or four books during
the year, and I’m currently in the process of
trying to firm the next book up, which hopefully
will be published around March or April.
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Also, I’m still working in a nonpublishing job at the moment to
pay the bills etc., not to mention
the time spent over summer
working to complete my MA,
so the balancing act has been
challenging at times – some
weeks it feels like there just
aren’t enough hours in the day!
The biggest challenge,
however, has been learning on
the fly – I’ve never done this
before!

I’ve been really lucky. Drew
Gummerson, the author of our
debut book Seven Nights at the
Flamingo Hotel, has been really
patient with us as we’ve gone
through the process of getting
the book ready for print, and
in many ways it has felt like a
truly collaborative experience,
which when you consider
what is going on around us
with COVID-19, is a really nice
feeling.

The book is out for publication on 26 November
which will be a major milestone for us – no
longer a publisher with nothing published! Sadly,
we can’t have a physical event for the launch of
the book, but we will be doing something online
to mark the occasion for sure. Drew has a great
writing style, and we’ve just had copies back
from the printers and the book looks fantastic!

Seven Nights at the Flamingo Hotel by
Drew Gummerson – Review

Finally, if life returns to something
resembling normality again, we can
relaunch the pop-up book nights
around the region, building our
community of writers and readers
further. How can readers support
Bearded Badger?
Buying our books from our website is always
a good start! But seriously, any form of
engagement on social media helps us a lot with
getting word out about Bearded Badger and
what we do.
Supporting the industry as a whole helps as
well: buy direct from indie publishers if you can,
or use indie bookshops (our local favourites are
Scarthin Books in Cromford, and Five Leaves in
Nottingham have been great throughout this
pandemic). 2020 has been a rough old year, so
any form of support across the industry is valued
so much.

Seven Nights at the Flamingo Hotel invites you
to step into the shoes of a hotel employee,
scrubbing dishes and wondering how you’re still
doing this five years on. Gummerson creates a
truly immersive writing style, taking the reader
on an outrageous journey filled with comical and
shocking tangents as they navigate the unfairness
of the world.
It can be easy to feel that the world is stacked
against you, that you’ve got it worse than anyone
else. The best way to see otherwise is through
perspective, and this first novel by Bearded Badger
Publishing goes on the hunt for someone who
might just have the worst luck on the planet.
Brazen and unrelenting, this is a novel about
resilience, not backing down in the face of
adversity, and accepting that the world is a
hard place to live in, but that doesn’t mean it’s
not somewhere worth living. With a vast host of
characters all seen through the humorous and
quick-to-judge tint of the narrator, this is a book
brimming with wit and cringe-worthy moments
that will keep you coming back for more.
If you’re on the hunt for something new, something
daring, bold, and truly audacious, book yourself in
for a stay at the Flamingo Hotel.

Pre-order here for publication
on 26 November.
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Launching Bookshop.org:
How the Online Retailer
Changes the Face of the
British Book Industry
The news of a second UK
lockdown hit bookshops
hard, with both chain and
indie stores struggling
to hit sales targets and
unable to trade during
what is usually the
busiest time of the year.
Luckily, Bookshop.org has
been launched by indie
booksellers as a potential
game-changer, with over
150 UK bookshops already
having signed up to the
site pre-launch.
The site, which first
launched in the US in
January, has raised over
$7.5m for independent
bookshops in the States.
The launch of the UK
equivalent was pushed
forward in response to the
announcement of a second
lockdown in most parts of
the UK. Bookshop.Org is a
true alternative to Amazon,
with “[b]ooks… offered
to consumers at a small
discount and delivered
within 2-3 days.”
It is widely recognised
within the publishing
community that Amazon
has been a longstanding

and unrivalled competitor
to independent booksellers,
a notion that has only been
magnified throughout the
pandemic. Nicole Vanderbilt,
UK Managing Director at
Bookshop.org and formerly
International VP at Etsy,
added:

“At a time when Amazon
has enjoyed even greater
advantage over high street
competitors as a result of
the pandemic, Bookshop.org
offers a socially conscious
alternative to customers
wishing to shop online, while
supporting bookshops in
competing in an ecommerce
environment.”
Just nine days after its
launch, Bookshop.org raised
£100,000 for bookshops
across the UK, demonstrating
the importance of both
indie bookstores and ethical
shopping more broadly.
At no extra cost to the
bookshops, Bookshop.org
offers an additional revenue
stream while handling
the customer service and
shipping.

ethical online marketplace that
ensures independent bookshops
receive the full profit margin
(30% of the cover price) from
each sale they generate on the
platform. Books are offered to
consumers at a small discount
and delivered within 2–3 days.”
As well as supporting indie
bookshops, Bookshop.org also
supports the wider bookish
community who can join its
affiliate scheme:

“Bookshop.org customers will
also be able to browse book
recommendation lists created by
authors, influencers, publishers,
journalists, bloggers, book prizes
and beyond, with anyone able to
create a book recommendation
page to share suggestions
with their friends, fans or
followers, while still supporting
independent bookshops.
Non-bookshop affiliates that
create their own pages on
Bookshop earn 10% of the
RRP for every book purchased
through Bookshop.Org, with
independent bookshops likewise
receiving 10%.”

Recreating the sense of
Bookshop.org appears to have
community so often found
handed back some control
in bookshops has been a
to both booksellers and
key element in the site’s
consumers alike. Andy Rossiter,
success. The Bookshop.org
of Rossiter Books, commented:
browsing experience has been
designed to replicate that of
“Being an Independent
a brick and mortar bookstore,
Bookseller has for so many years
with recommendations
been such a David v Goliath
from publishers, bloggers
battle that it feels slightly
and authors offering a more
disconcerting when someone
intimate and personal shopping
at last hands you a bazooka
experience than one consisting
instead of you peppering away
only of bestsellers. Considering
every element of what is special with your slingshot!”
to shoppers, the site even
allows customers to ponder
Publishers have also been
over a ‘store-front’ style page
expressing their enthusiasm
for each independent bookshop,
for
the new medium, with
including virtual tables of
Stephen Page, Chief Executive
recommended books.

“2020 has challenged the literary
community to face unprecedented
hurdles, however it is certain
that Bookshop.Org provides a
revolutionary platform that will
allow independent bookshops to
continue to thrive and consumers
to continue supporting the stores
that they love while shopping
online.”
During this vital period, you can
support bookshops by either
purchasing from them directly,
or buying through Bookshop.Org,
where they earn 30% commission
on all sales.

at Faber, stating:

Bookshop.org has been
welcomed with an
overwhelmingly positive
response, with over 300
bookshops signed up,
exceeding the 200 that were
expected to have signed up
by the end of 2020. After an
incredibly turbulent year,

“The arrival of Bookshop.Org
solves a missing piece of our
rich ecology of bookselling in
the UK, with the establishment
of a brilliant online partner
for our thriving independent
bookselling community.”

www.bookshop.org
Twitter @bookshop_org
Instagram @bookshop_org
Facebook @Bookshop.

“Bookshop.org offers an
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Most Anticipated Releases
by BAME Authors
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Non-Fiction:
Four Hundred Souls: A Community History of African American, 1619-2019 by Ibram X.
Kendi and Keisha N. Blain
One World

Expected: 2 February 2021
From the author of Be Antiracist comes another epoch-defining title – this time a
chronological and comprehensive 400-year history of African America as told by
ninety of America’s leading Black writers.
Dear Black Girl: Letters from Your Sisters on Stepping Into Your Power by Tamara
Winfrey Harris
Berrett-Koehler Publishers

Expected: 9 March 2021
A series of personal letters written by Black women for Black girls, including the
girl who still lives inside every Black woman, who still needs reminding sometimes
that she is alright.

How We Fall Apart by Katie Zhao
Bloomsbury YA

Expected: 3 August 2021
Students at the elite Sinclair Prep are forced to confront their secrets
when their ex-best friend turns up dead. They learn that the mysterious
Proctor is set on incriminating them and race to uncover the truth, all
whilst maintaining their perfect GPAs.
The Other Black Girl by Zakiya Dalila Harris
Atria Books

Expected: 1 June 2021
Nella is excited to no longer be the only Black employee at Wagner
Books when Hazel starts working at the company. However, when
ominous notes start arriving on her desk telling her to quit her job, Nella
starts to wonder: could her new work bestie now be taunting her?
Open Water by Caleb Azumah Nelson
Viking

Expected: 2 February 2021
Two Black British artists meet in South London, one a dancer and one a
photographer. This beautiful love story explores race, vulnerability and
masculinity in the Black body.
Act Your Age, Eve Brown by Talia Hibbert
Avon

Girl Gurl Grrrl: On Womanhood and Belonging in the Age of Black Girl Magic by Kenya
Hunt
Amistad

Expected: 8 December 2020
Black women have never been more visible than they are now. Razor-sharp culture
critic, Kenya Hunt, brings us a provocative collection that both illuminates our
current moment and transcends it.

Expected: 9 March 2021
When the chaotic Eve Brown crashes into Jacob Wayne’s pristine life,
literally, with her car, he’s left with a broken arm and an understaffed B&B
to run. Soon enough, Eve and Jacob are butting heads, but the attraction
between them is impossible to ignore.

Fantasy:

Nobody Knows the Trouble I’ve Seen: the Emotional Lives of Black Women by Inger
Burnett-Zeigler

She Who Became the Sun by Shelley Parker-Chan

Amistad

Expected: 20 July 2021
A reimagining of the rise of the Ming dynasty. Zhu Chongba, born a
daughter, is fated for nothing. When her village burns, she takes the
identity of her brother to survive, claiming another future: her brother’s
abandoned greatness.

Expected: 3 March 2021
On the heels of Queenie comes a long overdue reckoning from a respected clinical
psychologist that turns the conventional cultural myth of being a strong Black
kween on its head and tallies the high price paid for that mask strength in the form
of mental health stresses.

Young Adult:
Happily Ever Afters by Elise Bryant
Balzer and Bray

Expected: 5 January 2021
When Tessa starts her creative writing programme, she struggles with a lack of
inspiration. Bestie Caroline helps her create a real-life love story, but, as she follows
Caroline’s advice, Tessa begins to lose herself and her new bond with Sam.
Concrete Rose by Angie Thomas
Balzer and Bray

Tor Books

Daughter of the Moon Goddess by Sue Lynn Tan
Harper Voyager

Expected: Early 2022
A retelling of the legend of Chang’E. Xing Yin, daughter of Chang’E, flees
from her home, being hunted for her mother’s crime. She cultivates her
hidden powers with the ambition to free her mother. When this power
threatens the kingdom, Xing Yin has to make difficult decisions, changing
the fate of the realm.
The Gilded Ones by Namina Forna
Usborne Publishing

Expected: 12 January 2021
For seventeen-year-old Maverick Carter, life in Garden Heights is tough. With a
baby, Seven, to look after, he takes an offer to go straight. But it’s not easy to walk
away when King Lord blood runs through your veins.

Expected: 4 February 2021
During the blood ceremony, sixteen-year-old Deka’s blood runs gold
instead of red – a colour of impurity. The consequence is death unless
she joins the Emperor’s army and leaves behind everything she has ever
known.

Once Upon A Quinceañera by Monica Gomez-Hira

Sisters of the Snake by Sarena and Sasha Nanua

HarperTeen

Expected: 2 March 2021
Carmen is stuck in an unpaid internship, performing in a ballgown. When the
company is hired for her cousin’s quinceañera, she has to dance with her ex, Mauro.
However, throughout the story, Carmen learns she has to move forward to get her
happy ending.

Harper Teen

Expected: 15 June 2021
When a street thief, Ria, and a princess, Rani, discover that they are
unmistakably identical, they strike a deal to switch places. However, this
deal is not without consequences.
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Job Opportunities

Not Quite Publishing
Information Assistant – Edinburgh Napier University

Cambridge University Press – Content Assistant
Salary: £24,229 – £28,106
Location: Cambridge
Cambridge University Press is looking for a Content Assistant to support the creation of online
courses at the University of Cambridge and beyond.
You will work with Learning Developers and Learning Designers to help develop instructional
content and courses, with a range of editorial, technical, financial and administrative tasks. This
will include copy-editing, proofreading, raising purchase orders and handling contracts.

Closing date: 25 November
Salary: £21,814 – £25,941
Location: Edinburgh
Edinburgh Napier University is searching for an Information Assistant to assist students, staff and
guests in their use of the university’s library services and more.
You must have great communication skills and a knowledge of library and system management.
For more information and to apply, click here.

The ideal candidate will be highly organised with excellent written and verbal communication
skills. They will also be detail-oriented and able to exercise sound judgement in face of
ambiguity. Proven competence working with a range of business applications is essential and
familiarity with SAP would be beneficial.
For more information click here

Music Publishing Assistant- Harmonic Operations
Salary: Up to £26,000
Location: London

Harmonic Operations are searching for a Publishing Assistant!

Jericho Writers – Customer Service Assistant
Salary: £21,000
Location: Oxford

You will be responsible for developing strategies, managing documentation and paperwork,
dealing with claims and distributes, data entry, using CRM systems and other administrative
tasks.

Jericho Writers are searching for a Customer Service Assistant!

You must have admin experience, be experienced in Excel, Mac OS, Microsoft Office, CRM
systems and have six month’s experience in neighbouring rights.

The ideal candidate will be helping in queries, inputting data, assisting clients throughout the
sales process and providing customer care. You’d also be managing reports and promoting the
services to clients.

You must also be proactive, organised and independent and be able to demonstrate time
management skills.

Ideally, you would be skilled in Microsoft Office, have great communication and organisational
skills, be able to adapt quickly to digital tools and have a sense of discretion. You’d also be
able to multitask, meet deadlines and work in a team and with a variety of customers.

To apply, email lian@harmonicfinance.com

Some knowledge of creative writing, publishing or self-publishing would be ideal.
To apply, email your CV and covering letter to: s.vendryes@jerichowriters.com
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Upskilling for the
Editorial Department
Editors play an important role in the publishing process, often deciding which books have the
potential to be successful. Even though publishers have a high demand for editors, these roles
are incredibly competitive. Now that there is a second lockdown in England, there are plenty of
opportunities to upskill and set you on the path to becoming a desirable candidate. Here is our
second instalment of department tips.

Online Courses
Please remember that undertaking training in editorial skills is not a prerequisite for entry-level
roles in the publishing industry, but they may help build confidence and present a talking point
in applications and interviews.

Oxford Publishing Society (OPuS) ran an online panel discussion on freelance editing and how in-house
editors worked over the summer. Their upcoming event is on diversity and inclusion, but there will no
doubt be another event for editorial skills soon, so keep your eyes peeled!
BookMachine also runs events on most publishing specialisms, and, if you become a member, you gain full
access to all of their previous online sessions.
The Society of Young Publishers (SYP) has branches across the UK and, since the pandemic, they have
advertised many online Zoom events via Publishing Twitter, so follow their social media to keep up to date
with what topics are being covered.

LinkedIn Learning
We wanted to highlight some useful LinkedIn Learning resources and remind you that your university or
employer might provide free access to them – and of course, you can use your free month’s premium if you
haven’t already!
Editing Mastery: How to Edit Writing to Perfection
Editing and Proofreading Made Simple: Online Class

Work Experience/Volunteering

Paid
Publishing Scotland run a multitude
of courses throughout the year
that cover editorial skills. Of
course, these aren’t accessible to
everyone due to associated costs Chartered Institute of Editing
– but if you have the means, these and Proofreading run a series of
can be insightful and provide the
esteemed online courses with
opportunity to network.
an emphasis on proofreading
and copy-editing. Though these
are pricier, they’re a non-profit
organisation that provides a
support network for editorial
professionals.

The Publishing Training
Centre offers a range
of online courses from
introductory e-Learning
modules to more
extensive tutor-guided
courses, meaning there is
something for everyone.

At The Publishing Post, we strive to make unpaid internships a thing of the past and make work experience
accessible for all. If you want to get involved and join our team, email us! With the onset of COVID-19,
work experience opportunities have moved to remote learning and are a great addition to anyone’s CV.
Examples include Ta Voix Digital Publishing, in which working hours are flexible and perfect for beginners
– check out their breakdown of what you could be involved in here. If you are at university, why not join the
editorial team of your student magazine, journal or newspaper, or even hold writing workshops if part of
a creative writing society. It’s important to remember upskilling isn’t a necessity for job applications but
tailoring any experience you have towards specific departments will help.

Other Resources
If you are interested in learning more about proofreading and copy-editing in the editorial world, some
books that could come in handy are:
Fowler’s Dictionary of Modern English Usage by Jeremy Butterfield
This book includes details on the nuances of the English language, as well as colloquialisms, syntax and
grammar. For detailed knowledge on all things editorial in the publishing industry, this is the resource for
you. If you are a Prime student you can get a 10% discount when ordering this via Amazon at the moment,
or you could head to the newly launched Bookshop.org to support local bookshops and indie presses!

Unpaid
Free courses are undoubtedly harder to come by, and even when you find one, there is no
guarantee it will be accredited, so it’s always worthwhile keeping your eyes peeled for offers,
discounts and flash sales.

Louise Harnby Proofreader, a fiction editor and occasional
author based in Norfolk, runs a website offering her services
and lots of insightful content. She explores some of the pros and
cons of different courses available.
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New Hart’s Rules: The Oxford Style Guide by Oxford University Press (OUP)
After Fowler’s, this is the next most recommended text for aspiring editors, proofreaders and publishers. It
covers all aspects of print culture and is relatively inexpensive, so why not put it on your Christmas list this
year?
Butcher’s Copy-editing: The Cambridge Handbook for Editors, Copy-editors and Proofreaders by Judith
Butcher, Caroline Drake and Maureen Leech
The fourth edition of this resource is worth the investment if editorial is an area of publishing you
are interested in pursuing. Fully revised and updated, it outlines everything you need to know about
typesetting and copy-editing (on-screen and off).
Watch
this space for the next
instalment of our series in Issue 12, in
which we will cover upskilling for design!
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Nick Sharratt and
Jacqueline Wilson:
Celebrating a Partnership
of Thirty Years
Last month the news broke that after thirty years
of working together, author Jaqueline Wilson
and illustrator Nick Sharratt would be ending
their creative partnership. British illustrator Nick
Sharratt has illustrated almost 250 books to
date, including perhaps his most notable work in
collaboration with Jacqueline Wilson, The Story
of Tracy Beaker. According to Sharratt’s website,
the fifty Jacqueline Wilson books that Sharratt
has provided illustrations for have gone on to
sell “over 40 million copies,” and, from the years
2000–2010, The Story of Tracy Beaker was “the
most lent library book in the UK.”
Sharratt’s work has transcended book illustration,
with his illustrations featuring in the animated
series Tracy Beaker Returns which aired on
CBBC. They have also been used on various
merchandise, including colouring books, monthly
magazines and Jacqueline Wilson annuals – a
testament to the wider cultural reach of the Tracy
Beaker stories and their artwork.
Puffin recently made the announcement that
the last book of Wilson and Sharratt’s thirty-year
partnership, The Runaway Girls, will be published
in March of next year, after which Sharratt will be
moving on to pursue other illustration projects.
In response to this news, we decided to ask
our fellow Publishing Post contributors to
anonymously send in their thoughts and
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Here are some of the reactions from the team at The Publishing Post:
“I remember growing up that it was always
Jacqueline Wilson’s books with the longest
waiting list in the library. Everyone at my school
wanted to get their hands on her latest books,
and Nick Sharratt’s iconic cover illustrations
certainly played a part in this, making the books
stand out on the shelf and bringing to life
characters like the infamous Tracy Beaker on
the page to the point that the illustrations are
immediately recognisable for those that grew up
with the books.”

reactions. We received an outpouring of
messages recognising Nick Sharratt’s work and
the Jacqueline Wilson books as a whole. The
sheer passion evident in many of the reactions
received is telling of the relationship between
text and image, and the way that illustrations
can capture the imagination of readers, leaving a
lasting impression across generations.
In many of the responses, there was also a
resounding sense of excitement for the baton to
be passed on to a new illustrator, bringing with
it the potential for the artwork to be updated
to reflect new trends and the current world we
live in. They felt that a new style could help
Jacqueline Wilson’s writing to reach a new
generation, allowing her stories to continue to
comfort and inspire young readers.

“Jacqueline Wilson and Nick Sharratt were such
a childhood pairing that made her stories so
distinctive to me. I don’t think I would have read
so many without Nick Sharratt’s distinctive art
style. I worry I would not like them anymore – like
when Lemony Snicket changed his illustrator.
However, there could be a new pairing that will
inspire a new generation of avid readers so I can’t
wait for what the future holds.”

“Initially, I was so shocked and sad to hear the
news that Nick Sharratt would no longer be doing
Jacqueline Wilson’s illustrations because, to me,
it is his drawings that I see in my head when I
think of her books! His illustrations are iconic and
truly make the brand what it is, but I’m excited
to see her new characters brought to life in a
different way.”
“For me, Jacqueline Wilson and Nick Sharratt are
synonymous, and Wilson’s books are instantly
recognisable from their distinctive illustrations.
Sharratt’s illustrations added an extra dimension
to the stories and helped bring them to life –
how can we ever picture Tracy Beaker any other
way? It will be interesting to see if a change
of illustrator will have any bearing on Wilson’s
storytelling style, as the two have been so closely
interwoven for so long. I’m really excited to see
what projects each of them will be working on in
the future!”

“The books as a whole were a good escapism
into other people’s problems and the illustrations
made it feel more real.”
“For nostalgia reasons it feels sad, but you
have got to keep up with the trends so I can
see the call for a new style and, from an artistic
point of view, it will be interesting to see what
art direction the illustrations will take going
forwards.”
“It’s a pairing much like Roald Dahl and Quentin
Blake that really brought the stories to life and
helped me imagine the characters going through
the books. It will be very interesting to see how a
new artist adapts and brings something else to
the table!”
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Translators are almost invisible to the
eye of the reader: when picking up
a translated book, rarely do we pay
attention to the artist who has made it
possible for us to enjoy that particular
work. Translation, however, not only is
an act of art, just as important as the act
of imagining a new world and putting
pen to paper, but it can also be an act
of rebellion: Martin Luther’s translation
of the Bible in German not only created
mass-produced publishing, creating a

base for our modern Publishing World,
but also meant that people could
finally access information that had
been withheld from them. Today there
are many literary prizes, including the
International Booker Prize, that recognize
the hard work of translators and the
incredible effort it takes to translate the
nuances of a language into another one.
We hope you enjoy this amazing selection
of translators!

notable past and present
translators
Detecting Untruths: Primo Levi and translation
Italian Holocaust survivor and writer Primo Levi was exceptionally drawn to the art of translation. In
a crucial passage of If This Is a Man, the account of his time in Auschwitz, Levi famously translated
Dante’s Inferno for fellow prisoner Jean in order to survive the concentration camp’s dehumanising
process.

Homeric Versions, as “partial and precious documentation of the changes the text suffers.” As Efrain Kristal
notes in her book, Invisible Work, he borrowed from “the history of translation and its theoretical positions those
elements which most helped him construct his ideas and especially his practices as a reader and writer.” What’s
perhaps most appealing about Borges’ perspective on translation is his linking of it to the reader, and in the
way that he saw reading itself, as a translation within the same language. As he argues that, “just as there are
endless interpretations by diverse readers of any given text, there is no one way to translate.”

“

The Victorian Pioneer: Constance Garnett

No two

Translating over 70 volumes of Russian literature in her lifetime, Constance
Garnett’s tireless efforts introduced Victorian England to the immortal works
of Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Pushkin, and many other classic Russian writers. Born
in Brighton in 1861, Garnett began learning Russian in the 1890s after meeting
recently exiled Russian Jews. Beginning with Turgenev, Garnett’s translating
endeavours were further fuelled by her first visit to Russia in 1894, during which
time she met with Tolstoy and received the author’s blessing to translate his
works.

persons

ever read
the same
book.

”

Edmund Wilson

Garnett’s husband, notable literary editor Edward Garnett, introduced Constance
to many writers whose works he had championed – authors such as Joseph
Conrad and D.H. Lawrence, who praised Garnett’s translations and helped
ensure that her translations remained in print well into the 20th century.
While Garnett’s translations are distinctly
and appropriately Victorian in tone, her
work undoubtedly served as a gateway
to Russian literature, introducing the
Anglosphere to authors of immeasurable
significance for the very first time.

Giving Italian life to Spanish
titles: Ilide Carmignani

Levi translated works such as Kafka’s The Trial and wrote extensively
about the profession of the translator, which comes with linguistic
losses and frustrations, but also with the great privilege of being able
to “detect untruths.” A translator’s best tool, according to Levi, is her
sensitivity, which cannot be taught in school and enables her “to take
on the personality of the author, identify with the author.” In other
words, her empathy. Reading Levi now can help us reconnect with our
empathy and unmask untruths in a time of social distance and divisions.

Ilide Carmignani graduated first from
Università di Pisa in Spanish and HispanicAmerican Literature, and then from Brown
University in literary translation. She began
working as a translator immediately after
university, and today she is one of the best
known and most experienced translators
in Italy. For about thirty years she has been
carrying out consultancy, editing and
translation from Spanish for some of the
most important Italian publishing houses.

Transformation over Transference: Jorge Luis Borges
Borges translated many works,
being himself a polyglot, and
considered there to be two
universal types of translations:
a literal one and a paraphrasing
one. Cautiously never siding
with either he instead saw
translations, as he writes in The
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“

The original is
unfaithful to the
translation.

”

Jorge Luis Borges
on translation

A b ove : I l i d e
Carmigani
Left: Primo
L ev i
Image
credit: Jillian
Ed e l s t e i n ,
Camera Press,
Redux.

Her pen has given voice to writers such as Luìs Sepulveda, MT
Andruetto, R. Bolaño, JL Borges, L. Cernuda, R. Fogwill, C. Fuentes, A.
Grandes, G. García Márquez, P. Neruda, JC Onetti, O Paz. In 2000 she
won the Literary Translation Award from the Cervantes Institute in
2013 she won the “Premio Nazionale per la Traduzione” (The National
Prize for Translation) and in 2018 the prize “Vittorio Bodini.”
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Jacaranda’s Twenty in
2020 Online Book Festival:
Celebrating Black Writers &
British Voices

When? Broadcasting from 2:00 p.m. on 5 December 2020
Where? Online via the Fane productions website
Tickets: Ranging from £5-£20, available here.

I

n celebration of their
groundbreaking
#TwentyIn2020 initiative,
Jacaranda Books will
be hosting a virtual book
festival exploring the Black
experience through talks
from authors and recognising
the brilliant achievement of
the independent publisher in
successfully publishing twenty
books written by Black Britons
already this year.
On their website Jacaranda
describe #TwentyIn2020 as
being a “historical publishing
initiative: the first time a UK
publisher will publish 20 titles
by 20 Black British writers in one
year. With fiction, non-fiction
and poetry, #TwentyIn2020
aims to normalise the presence
of diverse literature and to
amplify the voice of Black
Britons as valued members of
British culture and society.”
The sheer range in genre and
topics covered by the titles
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already published under the
initiative is astounding. For
romance fans, highlights
include Sareeta Domingo’s
captivating tale of vulnerability
and love at first sight, If I Don’t
Have You and Rasheda Ashanti
Malcolm’s romance saga
Love Again. For young readers
that are new to Shakespeare,
Brenda Garrick’s Jamakaspere
reimagines Shakespeare with a
Caribbean twist, incorporating
Jamaican Patois and for poetry
lovers, The First Collection by
Sarah Lipton-Sidibeh provides
an intimate illustration of
the body politic, set against
Britain’s colonial landscape and
present-day inequalities.
Discussing the breadth of
the titles published in the
#TwentyIn2020 series on
the FANE website, Jacaranda
revealed that their intention
was to “normalise the presence
of diverse literature and embed
the voices of emerging Black
authors as valued members

of British culture and society.”
This goal is certainly reflected
in the impressive list of texts
published and the online
festival is the ideal space in
which to celebrate and amplify
Black voices even further.
The festival will feature
a range of events from
‘Empowering Black women
through Romance Writing’,
‘The Poets of #Twentyin2020’,
to conversations with authors
such as Shola von Reinhold,
speaking about her book, Lote,
which explores the censorship
of Black queer voices within
the creative industries. The full
line-up for the event is yet to
be announced, so keep an eye
on Jacaranda’s social media
for further details as they are
released.
The event has been produced
by Jacaranda Books alongside
the bespoke live events
company FANE and marcomms
and talent management agency

TGRG. Tickets are available
via the FANE website here,
with various pricing options
available, ranging from early
bird tickets for just £5, to £20
packages which include an
all-access ticket and a book
voucher to redeem at the
Jacaranda online bookstore.
Following the event’s live
broadcast on 5 December at
2:00 p.m. UK time, all of the
events will be available to view
online for ticket holders for the
48 hours following the event.
Jacaranda will also be donating
a percentage of the profits
raised from the Twenty in 2020
Online Book Festival to support
the vital heritage work of the
Black Cultural Archives (BCA),
the sole heritage centre based
in the UK committed entirely
to collecting, preserving
and celebrating African and
Caribbean history.
To find out more about the
event as full event listings are
announced, follow Jacaranda
Books on their social media
below:
Twitter: @JacarandaBooks
Facebook: Jacaranda Books Art
Music Ltd
Instagram: @jacarandabooks
If you fancy treating yourself
to one of the books from
the #TwentyIn2020 list,
visit the Jacaranda Books
website here: https://www.
jacarandabooksartmusic.co.uk/
collections/twentyin2020
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Publishing in Translation
Studies: reflections of an
editor, referee and author

A Career in
Publishing: Editorial

I Am in Print: Writing
About Love - What do
Men Know?

Kendal Mountain
Literature Festival

When? 3 December
Where? Online here

When? 3 December
Where? Online here

When? 25 November
Where? Online here

When? Live and on-demand from 19 November
Where? Online (tickets here)

Robert Valdeón, General Editor of
the Benjamins Translation Library, is
set to discuss the ‘publish or perish’
policy and how it impacts editors,
referees and authors. Attendees
are encouraged to participate by
discussing their experiences.

The Bloomsbury Institute is
hosting a new series discussing
publishing career advice.
Interviewing their talented
team, the series plans to dig
deep into the heart of their
roles and respond honestly,
expressing what they love and
what they would do differently.

You can join in on a live discussion
with David Nicholls, Mike Gayle and
James Bailey. Three amazing authors
who have written heart-warming and
powerful stories about love and human
connection.

Kendal Mountain Festival is currently
in full swing, bringing the spirit of
Kendal to your screens! Bringing you
an array of renowned authors to share
the adventure, these events can be
watched at your leisure up until 31
December. Join their literary journey,
listening to over 30 talks of the year’s
best writing, exploring nature, people
and places. Settle in as they take you
from the Cumbrian Valleys to the
Himalayas and beyond. If you fancy
travelling the world from the comfort
of your home, check the website here:
https://www.kendalmountainfestival.
com/
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The Importance of
LGBTQ+ Diversity in
Literature
Many LGBTQ+ readers can remember the first book that they read that actually
represented them, a turning point in their lives where heteronormative standards had been
the be-all and end-all. Queer representation has come a long way since the ages when the
only allowable queer representation in literature had to be negative; the reason why the
classic “Maurice” by E.M. Forster had to be published posthumously. However, there is still
some way to go for true equal representation, and this can be done by pushing for more
LGBTQ+ representation, and by supporting LGBTQ+ authors, especially queer authors of
colour. In this issue, we will be exploring the importance of diverse LGBTQ+ representation
in literature and providing suggestions of books that may be helpful to those who feel
unrepresented and don’t know where to start looking, or those who would simply like to
expand their worldview and would like some direction.

Diversity of Narratives
The most common storyline that makes up the majority of literature related to LGBTQ+ narratives is the
common plotline of teen/young-adults struggling with their identity, and whilst this is a common issue
that many within the community experience, it can be quite repetitive. As explored by writer Martin
Puchner, there’s a chance that the stories we tell each other can “change history and influence the
mindset of generations”. If we would like to live in a society where ‘coming out’ stories are no longer
a big deal and people just readily accept one another, we must normalise these types of stories and
literature. If you’ve recently been in somewhat of a slump and are interested in stories that break this
				
relative mould, some suggestions are:
Pirates! by Celia Rees
Get your fix of the ‘birates’ trend made popular on tiktok with this tale
of two cross-dressing half-sisters who run away from the constraints of
class, gender and race for the dangers and adventures onboard a pirate
ship.
The Secret History by Donna Tart
Dive into the depraved world of
bacchanals, drugs and murder in
this reverse-whodunit books that
will be sure to leave you at the
edge of your seat for the entirety
of the book.
Love will tear us apart by Alaya Dawn Johnson
A short story written for the anthology Zombies Vs. Unicorns about a gay
zombie who falls in love with the son of zombie hunter…
very star-crossed-lovers-esque!
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Diversity of Identity
For a long time, before LGBTQ+ stories were available in the mainstream, it was difficult to find queer
stories that focused on identities other than gay. While we can’t overlook the important work that these
stories did in beginning to bring more diverse sexualities into the public eye, it’s important to keep in
mind that representation of one queer identity is not representation of all queer identities. For us to
continue to see an increase in diverse LGBTQ+ representation, it is essential for us to support #ownvoices
queer authors of all identities. For some great examples of representation of different queer identities,
check out these titles:
The Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue by Mackenzi Lee

Young, bisexual British Lord Monty knows it’s supposed to be time for him
to settle down. But why do that when you could have one last adventure
with your best friend?
I Wish You All The Best by Mason
Deaver
Can non-binary teen Ben keep
a low profile for the last half of
his senior year? Or will a new
friendship help him find his voice,
and maybe even a happier new
life?
Loveless by Alice Oseman
Georgia is struggling with her sexuality - could she be asexual? She won’t
have to figure it out by herself though, as this novel has a wonderfully
diverse cast of characters to help her along.

Diversity of Ethnicity
Being queer is an undoubtedly difficult experience and there is often very little representation in
literature of our experiences, however, for queer people of colour, this issue is even starker. Whilst
LGBTQ+ representation has been improving somewhat in alignment with changes in societal norms
and the increasing acceptance of LGBTQ+ identities within the publishing industry, there remain some
issues with the racial diversity of said representation as evidenced by recent articles and blog posts on
the issue. The intersection of race and queer identity very often comes with its own unique issues that
complicate an already stressful experience. For those in need of representation or those who simply
want to diversify their reading list a good place to start is:
Black Flamingo by Dean Atta
Smash hyper-masculinity alongside Michael as he comes to terms with his
queer identity through witty and poignant descriptions of the inequalities
of being a mixed-race gay man.
Lies We Tell Ourselves by Robin
Talley
Battle alongside Sarah and Linda
as they explore their forbidden
interracial relationship during the
height of the Civil Rights Movement
while everything around them tries
to keep them apart.
Mr. Loverman by Bernardine Evaristo
Fall in love with the eccentricities of Barrington, a flamboyant elderly gay
black man who is finally finding the courage to live out and proud despite
his religious Caribbean upbringing.

We hope these recommendations help you to diversify your reading, please
feel free to interact with us across our social media accounts @publishing_post
with your own recommendations to help fellow readers. Until next time - happy
reading!
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